A stepwise strategy for rapid and cost-effective RB1 screening in Indian retinoblastoma patients.
India has the highest number of retinoblastoma (RB) patients among the developing countries owing to its increasing population. Of the patients with RB, about 40% have the heritable form of the disease, making genetic analysis of the RB1 gene an integral part of disease management. However, given the large size of the RB1 gene with its widely dispersed exons and no reported hotspots, genetic testing can be cumbersome. To overcome this problem, we have developed a rapid screening strategy by prioritizing the order of exons to be analyzed, based on the frequency of nonsense mutations, deletions and duplications reported in the RB1-Leiden Open Variation Database and published literature on Indian patients. Using this strategy for genetic analysis, mutations were identified in 76% of patients in half the actual time and one third of the cost. This reduction in time and cost will allow for better risk prediction for siblings and offspring, thereby facilitating genetic counseling for families, especially in developing countries.